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STUDY SEMINAR 
THE REGIONS AND GLOBALISATION 

SPEECH DELIVERED BY GENNADI OLEYNIK 
ON BEHALF OF ALEXANDER FILIPENKO 

Dear Mr. Chairman! 

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen! 

Let me welcome the participants of the seminar “The Regions and Globalization”, held by the Conference 
of Peripheral Maritime Regions of Europe, on behalf of the international non-governmental association 
“Northern Forum” the Chairman of which I have been appointed. 

The Conference of Peripheral Maritime Regions of Europe and Northern Forum Association are both associate 
members of the Network of Regional Governments for Sustainable Development. 

As it is well known the NRG4SD provides its members with the opportunities as follows: 

- to exchange information and experience concerning the policy of sustainable development; 

- to determine the best practice of Regional Governments from all over the world; 

- to assess the work and concept of solving problems; 

- to establish contacts with regions, possessed of the same interests and experience, and to establish 
bilateral and multilateral cooperation; 

- to promote to the international recognition of the Regional Governments’ contribution into solving 
the problems of sustainable development; 

- to promote to the sustainable development on the level of the Regional Government all over the world; 

- to determine common problems and priorities of the work. 

Therefore, there are all the reasons to assume that our organizations will find many common and useful topics 
while cooperating in the Network framework. 

Now several words about the Northern Forum. 

The international non-governmental association “Northern Forum” was founded fifteen years ago in 1991 
to find the best solutions of problems which are common for the Northern regions. 
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The activities of the Northern Forum are focused on the implementation of programs in three key directions: 

- sustainable development; 

- environmental protection; 

- society and culture. 

Concrete projects are being developed in the framework of each sphere of the Northern Forum activities 
and at present there are 17 projects which concern various aspects of the northern regions life. If to speak 
about the projects, devoted to sustainable development they concern such important for the North problems as: 

- protection and development of reindeer husbandry in Northern regions; 

- sustainable model of the Northern regional tourism; 

- improvement of air services for the population of the northern regions; 

- development of telemedicine to increase the efficiency of healthcare and others. 

So, the Northern Forum activities are aimed at promoting to more efficient satisfaction of the population’s basic 
demands and needs, improving the level of life and health and achieving in the future safer and better life 
for the whole population of the North. 

To target this goal the Northern Forum will continue to promote to building the stable economy taking 
into account cultural peculiarities and traditions of the indigenous peoples, application of ecologically safe 
technologies and processes in the North, knowledge, information and experience exchange among the northern 
regions, development of the northern regional tourism especially ecological tourism.  

The Northern Forum members are several coastal regions of the Russian Federation – Chukotka, Sakha Republic 
(Yakutia), Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous Okrug which extends along the coast of the Artic for many thousand 
km. 

On one hand, these regions are coastal, on the other hand – they are peripheral as they are located far 
from the central parts of the country. 

Therefore, in my opinion, there is much in common in the activities of the Conference of Peripheral Maritime 
Regions of Europe and Northern Forum though these activities are implemented in different climatic zones.  

The common problems are considered connected: 

- with global warming; 

- undeveloped production and social infrastructure; 

- limited transport connection of remote regions with the center; 

- low quality of life of people of many peripheral regions. 

In fact, the climate in the Arctic is rapidly changing: the average temperature in the Arctic has risen by one 
degree Celsius for the last 100 years, especially for the last 30 years. The further speed-up of the climate change 
is expected. The temperature in the Arctic is expected to rise by 3 degrees Celsius additionally while the next 
100 years. 

 Extremer climatic phenomena are expected. They will be connected with intensive precipitation, short warm 
winters, great decrease of the snow and ice level.  
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Processes, which take place in the Arctic, intensify global climate change: snow and ice melting in the Arctic will 
provoke more intensive absorption of warmth and climate warming on the Planet. 

Intensive melting of icebergs, precipitation and snowmelt run-off into rivers will bring more fresh water into 
the world ocean. The rise of the sea level in the global scope and possible slow-down of the ocean circulation 
help to spreading the warmth of the Earth. 

Risks on many shores can grow: the shore erosion will be a great problem as the rise of the sea level 
and decrease of sea ice will let storms, tsunami achieve shores, and ice melting on coasts and shores make 
the coastlines more vulnerable.  

So, the problem of the climate global warmth will require mote attention and study. 

The undeveloped production and social infrastructure of peripheral regions deprive them of the opportunity 
of sustainable economic development in comparison with the potential they are possessed of. It is well-known 
that peripheral regions are possessed of main reserves of mineral resources, and also diverse biological 
resources. Therefore, the issue of these regions’ infrastructure development is critical as the future 
of the mankind directly depends on their successful reclamation and exploration. 

In the modern world where the globalization is a reality, the sustainable transport connection is the main 
condition of timely transportation of goods and people. Unfortunately, peripheral regions which the Northern 
regions refer to, still have limited transport links with the center. It is caused by the low passenger flow, 
on the one hand, and increased expenses for the maintenance of the northern and remote airports, on the other 
hand. 

Obviously, solving this problem is in the support of transport links and communications with the peripheral 
regions by the State. 

Of course, the life quality of people, living in peripheral regions, should not be lower than the life quality 
of inhabitants of central regions. The population of peripheral regions often live under more complicated 
climatic conditions, less comfortable houses, people are deprived of many benefits of the civilization which are 
used by inhabitants of the central regions. Therefore, it is necessary to re-distribute the budgetary revenues 
of the State in favor of the population of remote regions.  

The Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Okrug, of which I am the Governor, is a sub-Arctic region. It is one of eighty-
eight constituent entities of the Russian Federation, occupying an area of 535,000 square kilometers 
(out of 17 million square kilometers of the Russian Federation area). 1.5 million people live in this area, 
including 30,000 representatives of indigenous small-in-number people of the North. This is a special region: 
in 2005, the Okrug produced 268 million tons of oil (almost 2 billion barrels) and generated 66 billion kWt/h 
of electricity. These parameters rank the region the first in the Russian Federation. 

Sustainable development means not only rational and careful nature management but also an integrated 
solution of social problems which fully takes into account the peculiarities of the North, and also the necessity 
of compensation of the northern climate negative impact on all aspects of the human vital activities. 

Several months ago the legislative assembly of our region adopted the regional law “On Quality of Life 
of the Population of the Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous Okrug - Yugra” which determines mechanisms 
and directions of the national policy, aimed at improving the Okrug population’s life quality and human well-
being in various spheres of human vital activities as the basic condition of the sustainable social development 
of the civil society and personality. 

The adoption of this law allows to make measures systematically and gradually to increase the Okrug 
population’s life quality. At present the integrated program has been developed in the region about the regional 
development till 2010 and over 40 target-oriented sub-programs are being implemented in various spheres 
of vital activities including programs in the spheres of culture, education, preservation and development 
of traditional crafts and lifestyle of the indigenous peoples, living in the Okrug – the Khanty and Mansi peoples. 
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The Okrug Government also considers the development of tourism infrastructure one of the priorities 
in its activity what will attract more and more people to admire the nature of West Siberia and to learn 
the history of ancient Ugra. 

We think that big international events in the sphere of science, culture and sports should be held not only 
in central regions but also in peripheral regions as it serves the impulse for the development of infrastructure 
and people in general. 

Taking into account this concept the town of Khanty-Mansiysk has become the venue of such events as World 
Biathlon Championship-2003, World Chess Cup-2005, Days of Slavonic Written Language and Culture-2006. 
At the beginning of this June at the FIDE Congress in Turin (Italy) it was made a decision to hold the World 
Chess Olympiad in 2010 in the town of Khanty-Mansiysk. 

So, we are doing our best for the word “peripheral” regarding the Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Okrug to become 
the part of history. 

I would like to hear from the participants of the seminar their opinions about this issue, proposals on various 
projects which are interesting in regard of sustainable development, including the development of tourism 
in the so-called peripheral regions on a higher level. 


